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in the version used in the game, chico mentions being friends with a girl named laura. billy then encounters her near his house,
and when she asks him what his name is, he replies that he is billy. billy then encounters the bathycopter, and uses a stone to
knock it out of the sky. it's unknown what happened to laura after the game. yamaoka lake is a more swampy version of silent
hill. yamaoka lake is also the location of the penultimate battle. silent hill arcade pc 34 reveals that james' hairstyle and attire in
the first silent hill is actually a sonic the hedgehog outfit. in the silent hill series, james' hairstyle is brown with locks, and he has
golden eyes, which is what joe gave him in silent hill 2: the room and silent hill 2: the arcade game. in the game, james'
hairstyle is brown with flat hair, and his eyes are blue. he wears a sonic the hedgehog shirt with a bandolier. he also wears a
karate gi. in silent hill: origins, his hairstyle is brown and flat and his eyes are gray. in the japanese version of the game, it's
possible to save and restore any health or items that james has, except that of mary's health and items. this is not possible in
the international versions of the game. in the pc version, you can save on almost any spot, even the bathroom with the dead
corpse, or the bottom of the lake. you can go anywhere on the floor, even on the bed and even in the kitchen cabinets. you can
go into the bathroom with the dead corpse, as long as you do not touch the corpse. there is also a difference between the
japanese version and the international versions. in the japanese version, after you have run through the game, you can choose
an option in the ending scene to watch a movie of the game. in the international versions, there are no movie options.
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